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Palavras-have tensões residuais; miroinjeção; ABS; simulação numéria; visoelastiidade;
prinípio de sobreposição tempo temperatura; TTSP
Resumo Nas últimas déadas, a miniaturização dos equipamentos eletrónios e apar-
elhos meânios tem sido uma tendênia em onstante desenvolvimento. A
miromoldação por injeção é uma das ténias mais utilizadas para obtenção
de miroomponents plástios para os mais variados propósitos. Através
desta ténia é possível obter miroomponentes em grandes quantidades
e a baixo usto, usufruindo ainda do alto nível da automação inerente ao
proesso. Contudo, durante o proesso de moldação são originadas ten-
sões residuais internas nas peças moldadas, devido ao esoamento do fun-
dido e ao arrefeimento e solidiação do plástio. Neste trabalho propõe-
se uma metodologia que ontempla a simulação numéria do proesso de
obtenção de peças plástias por injeção juntamente om uma análise es-
trutural. Esta última visa levar em onsideração o histório do proes-
samento bem omo o omportamento típio de um material polimério
aquando em serviço. Desse modo, o trabalho inlui o estudo e denição
do omportamento visoelástio do material. Para tal, são abordadas tam-
bém metodologias de análise do omportamento visoelástio dos materiais.
O trabalho divide-se em duas partes prinipais: a primeira onde são feitos
ensaios DMTA para araterização do omportamento meânio do material
e propostas metodologias de análise do mesmo através do uso do prinípio
de sobreposição tempo-temperatura; a segunda parte inide na obtenção das
tensões residuais através da simulação numéria do proesso de injeção e da
simulação numéria de um ensaio de relaxação de tensões no qual o modelo
visoelástio previamente riado é inserido. Os resultados obtidos permitem
onluir a adequabilidade da metodologia desenvolvida, permitindo postular
a sua viabilidade na simulação do omportamento de miropeças quando em
serviço.

Keywords residual stresses; miro injetion; ABS; numerial simulation; visoelastiity,
time temperature superposition priniple; TTSP
Abstrat In reent deades, the miniaturization of eletroni and mehanial equip-
ment is a tendeny in onstant development. Miro-injetion is one of the
most used tehniques for obtaining plastis miro-omponents for various
purposes. Through this tehnique it is possible to obtain miro-omponents
in large quantities and at low osts, yet taking advantage of the high level of
automation inherent to the proess. However, during the moulding proess,
residual stresses start to develop on the part, due to the melt ow and due to
the ooling and solidiation of the plasti. In this study a methodology that
addresses the numerial simulation of the injetion moulding oupled with
a strutural analysis is proposed. The latter takes into aount the eet
of residual stresses on the part and the fat that polymers are visoelasti
materials. For this purpose, methodologies to analyse visoelasti behaviour
of polymers are also proposed. This work is omposed by two main parts:
the rst, where DMTA tests are performed to haraterize the mehanial
behaviour of the material and where analysis methods to handle resultant
data are proposed, namely by using the priniple of time-temperature su-
perposition; the seond part relates to obtaining the part residual stresses
through the numerial simulation of the injetion proess and the numerial
simulation of a stress relaxation test, in whih the previously developed vis-
oelasti model is aounted for. The obtained results provide an insight on
the adequay of the methodology here developed to assess the durability of
the injeted miroparts when in a duty yle.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Nowadays one of the most ommon tehniques to produe parts is injetion moulding.
Aording to Cefamol-National Mold Industry Assoiation in Portugal, this tehnique in
partiular, enables the prodution of parts at a high rate, inreasing enterprises ompet-
itivity. This important industry an supply omponents to world leading ompanies in
time, thanks to the Portuguese engineers experiene and know-how [1℄.
In the last deades omponents miniaturization has been a growing trend as a onse-
quene of industry development. Miroinjetion allows for produing parts in very high
quantities with a very low ost, thanks to the proess automation level. Produts ob-
tained by miroinjetion may have a very distint purpose. Automotive industry is one
of the largest onsumers of these miro omponents and uses it in many impereptible
ways. Miro omponents are also widely used in eletrial/eletroni produts, in medial
omponents or even in simple things suh as gears for wrist wathes.
Parts produed with the miroinjetion proess should also ensure good mehanial
harateristis suh as durability, physial stability at working temperatures and even
small strain, sine any deformation in suh a small piee an make the whole part to
ollapse.
In order to fulll these riteria, it is neessary a speial are when hoosing the poly-
mer whih will be injeted. Polymers that fulll the riteria are usually more expensive
when ompared to maro injetion polymers but, one the quantity used is smaller, the
total prie of the part is not muh aeted. In miroinjetion the used material is usu-
ally non-reyled, whih implies that the mold should be very well projeted in order to
minimize wastes.
High preision and nishing demands auses the miro injetion molds to be dierent
from maro injetion [2℄.
Similarly to what happens on the onventional injetion molding proedures, miro
injetion generates internal residual stresses in the omponents due to numerous reasons,
inluding: stresses indued by the melt ow or even stresses due to the pressure imposed
during the polymer's ooling and solidifying. The latter are responsible for the warpage
and deformation of the part if not properly ontrolled and may lead to a more fragile
omponent after its extration. In miro injetion molding this eet assumes an even
larger importane beause of the high pressure and injetion veloity needed to avoid
premature polymer solidifying due to the part high surfae/volume ratios. Shear stress
resultant from these extreme proessing onditions may lead to breakage of moleular
hains and ause sliding of the polymer on the mold wall, damaging the strutural in-
1
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tegrity of the miro part. It is then notieable the importane of the proessing onditions
on the omponent future mehanial behaviour. In fat, dierent proessing onditions
may indue dierent part mehanial properties due to the material distint thermo-
rheologial histories. The latter may be taken into aount through ommerial software
pakages suh as Autodesk Moldow
®
whih allow the user to simulate and assess the
omplete part prodution, from lling to ooling.
Assoiated to the thermo-rheologial history, its indued residual stresses during pro-
essing, it is detrimental to aknowledge the material mehanial behaviour in order to
postulate its durability during servie. It is ommon knowledge that polymers are vis-
oelasti, nevertheless its mehanial behaviour is a onsequene of its proessing and
therefore its thermo-rheologi history and requires further assessment.
An adequate visoelasti model needs, therefore, to be provided and a suitable
methodology needs to be developed in order to postulate the part in servie behaviour.
The present work aims at the predition of a miro part behaviour during its duty
servie. To aomplish the latter an hybrid methodology is proposed. Firstly, the miro-
part thermo-rheologial histori will be obtained through proess simulation by using
Autodesk Moldow
®
to study part lling, paking and warpage. The latter information
will be used as key input to Abaqus
®
, where the miro part duty servie will be studied.
In order to obtain an assertive predition of the miro part duty servie the adequate
visoelasti onstitutive model must also be prompted to Abaqus
®
. To adequately model
the miro-part visoelastiity, Dynamial Mehanial Temperature Analysis(DMTA) will
be arried out to establish the miro-part history at dierent proessing onditions and
hene provide insight in what onerns its mehanial behaviour under ertain duty
yles.
In this researh work, it is intended to develop methodologies and proedures for
mehanial tests at miro sale, ombining a omplete strutural analysis based on an
injetion simulation with data from mehanial tests.
The main objetives are:
 literature review on polymers onstitutive models, polymer testing, visoelastiity
and polymers mehanial behavior;
 to run DMTA tests to obtain data, establishing the mehanial behaviour of miro
parts at spei proessing onditions;
 to develop a polymer onstitutive model from the mehanial tests data using
tehniques suh as the time temperature superposition priniple;
 to assess mehanial performane of a miro omponent when subjeted to a ertain
mehanial soliitation, having into aount its proessing history.
André Riardo Correia dos Santos Válega Dissertação de Mestrado
Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 Visoelastiity
Classial theory of elastiity deals with mehanial properties of elasti solids, for whih,
in aordane with Hooke's law, stress is always diretly proportional to strain in small
deformations but independent of the rate of strain. Classial theory of hydrodynamis
deals with properties of visous liquids, for whih, in aordane with Newton's law, the
stress is always diretly proportional to the rate of strain but independent of the strain
itself.
Although Hooke's law approahes the behaviour of many solids for innitesimal
strains, and that Newton's law approahes many liquids behaviour for innitesimal rates
of strains, some deviations may be observed under ertain situations. These deviations
may be distinguished in two:
 stress-strain relations are more ompliated when nite strains are imposed on
solids that an deform substantially without breaking - the so alled non-Hookean
deformation;
 polymeri solutions and undiluted unrosslinked polymers may deviate from New-
ton's law when in steady ow with nite strain rates - Non-Newtonian ow.
Polymeri materials may present both visous resistane to deformation and elas-
tiity. Polymers' linear visoelasti domain is limited to relatively small stresses. This
kind of materials has harateristis between those of ideal elastis and those from ideal
Newtonian uids. A not ompletely solid material deforms through time when subjeted
to a onstant stress, instead of having a onstant deformation, in other word it reeps.
When suh a body is onstrained at onstant deformation, the stress required to hold it
diminishes gradually, or relaxes. When an external onstant stress is applied to a not
ompletely liquid material it stores some of the input energy, instead of dissipating it
all as heat during its ow and it may reover part of its deformation when the stress is
removed (this is alled elasti reoil) [8℄.
Ideal elasti solids store all supplied deformation energy whilst ideal Newtonian uids
dissipate all supplied energy (exept hydrostati state of stress) [6℄. When sinusoidally
osillating stresses are applied to suh bodies, the resulting strain is neither exatly in
phase with the stress (as it would be for a perfetly elasti solid) or 90◦ out of phase (as it
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would be for a perfetly visous liquid). It is then possible to build uniaxial visoelasti
behaviour models ombining solids basi physial models - springs and Newtonian uids
models - dampers [6℄.
In ertain ases, suh as vulanized (ross-linked) rubber, ow is not possible and the
material has a unique onguration assumed in the absene of deforming stresses. The
visous resistane to deformation is notied due to the rubber's delay on a hange in stress
[8℄. In suh materials some of the energy input is stored and reovered in eah yle, and
some is dissipated in the form of heat. Materials whose behaviour exhibits suh hara-
teristis are alled visoelasti. If both strain and rate of strain are innitesimal and the
time-dependent stress-strain relations an be desribed by linear dierential equations
with onstant oeients, linear visoelasti behaviour ours. In an experiment with
these materials the ratio of stress to strain is a funtion of time (or frequeny).
A "onstitutive equation" or "rheologial equation of state" relates stress, strain
and their time dependene. Finite strain/strain rates produe ompliated onstitutive
equations. On the other hand, innitesimal strain/strain rates (orresponding to linear
visoelasti behaviour) have relatively simpler onstitutive equations. Visoelastiity's
onstitutive laws may be expressed through the Boltzmann Superposition priniple [6℄.
2.2 Linear onstitutive equations (simple shear)
Polymers visoelastiity is dependant of moleular struture, modes of moleular motion,
moleular weight and its distribution, temperature, onentration, hemial struture,
among others.
2.2.1 Equations of hange
Experimental measurements of mehanial properties relate stress and strain applied
to a body. Assuming that the proess is isothermal (therefore despising the equation
of onservation of energy), this relation depends not only on stress-strain onstitutive
equation but also on equation of ontinuity and the equation of motion. The earlier
expresses onservation of mass (Equation 2.1)
∂
∂t
ρ = −
3∑
i=1
∂
∂xi
(ρυi) (2.1)
and the latter expresses the onservation of momentum (Equation 2.2
ρ
(
∂
∂t
υj +
3∑
i=1
υi
∂
∂xi
υj
)
=
3∑
i=1
∂
∂xi
σij + ρgj (2.2)
In these equations ρ is density, t is time, xi are three Cartesian oordinates and υi are
the omponents of veloity in the respetive diretions of the previous oordinates. In
Equation 2.2, the index j may assume suessively the values 1, 2, 3, gj is the omponent
of gravitational aeleration in the j diretion and σij are the appropriate omponents of
the stress tensor. Most of the experiments are made in onditions that make both sides
of Equation 2.1 be zero and so that the inertial and gravitational fores in Equation 2.2
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are negligible. Here, internal states of stress and strain an be alulated from observable
quantities by the onstitutive equation alone [10℄.
2.2.2 Innitesimal strain tensor
Like in a perfetly elasti body, visoelasti bodies exhibit a state of deformation at a
given point whih an be speied by a strain tensor, representing relative hanges in
dimensions and angles of a small ubial element in that position. The state of stress
is speied by a stress tensor whih represents the fores ating on dierent faes of a
ubial element. The rate of strain tensor desribes the time derivatives of these relative
dimensions and angles.
For an innitesimal deformation, the omponents of the innitesimal strain tensor,
in retangular oordinates with the three artesian diretions (1, 2, 3) are:
γij =


2∂u1
∂x1
∂u2
∂x1
+ ∂u1
∂x2
∂u3
∂x1
+ ∂u1
∂x3
∂u2
∂x1
+ ∂u1
∂x2
2∂u2
∂x2
∂u2
∂x3
+ ∂u3
∂x2
∂u3
∂x1
+ ∂u1
∂x3
∂u2
∂x3
+ ∂u3
∂x2
2∂u3
∂x3

 (2.3)
Here, xi and ui are the point oordinates and its displaement in the strained state
(ui = xi − x
0
i ), respetively. The rate of strain tensor, γ˙ is similar to strain tensor with
ui replaed by υi, the veloity of displaement [10℄.
2.2.3 Stress tensor
Stress omponents of σij that appear in 2.2 an be represented by:
σij =

 σ11 σ12 σ13σ21 σ22 σ23
σ31 σ32 σ33


(2.4)
For a stress omponent σij the rst index i indiates the plane that the stress is
perpendiular to and the seond index j denotes the parallel diretion in whih the stress
ats, as seen in Figure 2.1. Normal stresses σii are usually positive for tension and
negative for ompression [10℄.
2.2.4 Constitutive equation for linear visoelastiity (simple shear)
When deformation is homogeneous/uniform, stress and strain omponents do not vary
with position and are independent of xi. In ase of simple shear, where two opposite
faes are displaed by sliding, both tensors assume more simple forms. Assuming that
the plane 13 slides in diretion 1, strain tensor is given by:
γij =

 0 γ12 0γ21 0 0
0 0 0


(2.5)
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Figure 2.1: Components of the stress tensor [3℄
where γ12 = γ21 =
∂u1
∂x2
= tan(α) ≈ α and stress tensor is given by:
σij =

 −P σ12 0σ21 −P 0
0 0 −P


(2.6)
where P is an isotropi pressure. Strain γ12 and stress σ12 are funtions of time and they
are related by a onstitutive equation for linear visoelastiity:
σ21(t) =
∫ t
−∞
G(t− t′)γ˙21(t
′)dt′ (2.7)
where γ˙21 = ∂γ21/∂t is the shear rate, G(t) is the relaxation modulus.
Strain an be expressed in terms of the history of the time derivative of the stress:
γ21(t) =
∫ t
−∞
J(t− t′)σ˙21(t
′)dt′ (2.8)
where σ˙21 = ∂σ21/∂t and J(t) is the reep ompliane.
The equation that expresses stress in terms of the history of the strain rather than
the its time derivative is:
σ21(t) = −
∫ t
−∞
m(t− t′)γ21(t, t
′)dt′ (2.9)
where m(t) is the memory funtion and it is equal to −dG(t)/dt and γ21(t, t
′) is a referene
state.
Knowing the shear relaxation modulus, the memory funtion, or the reep ompliane
funtion of a material, enables to predit its stress-strain relations as long as motions are
suiently small or slow [10℄.
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2.3 Mehanial models for visoelasti behaviour
To perform alulations it is useful to have the desired visoelasti property as an equation
instead of a graph or table of data. It is then onvenient to have a general form that
ontains suient parameters to t experimental data for a wide range of polymers.
This form an emulate the time or frequeny dependene of the visoelasti properties
by using a mehanial model with a suient number of elasti elements (represented by
springs) and visous elements (represented by dashpots) [10℄.
2.3.1 Maxwell Model
One of the simplest models that an emulate a visoelasti system is the Maxwell model,
depited in Figure 2.2. In this model, whih is omposed by a series assoiation of
one spring and one dashpot, the total deformation is equal to the sum of eah of the
deformations, i.e., ε = εs + εd.
Figure 2.2: Maxwell model - adapted from [23℄
Here, if k represents spring's stiness and µ uid's visosity the following equation
an be written:
dε
dt
=
dεs
dt
+
dεd
dt
=
1
k
dσ
dt
+
σ
µ
(2.10)
A new onept, the relaxation time of the element that an be understood as a
measure at the time required for stress relaxation an be written as τi = µi/ki [10℄.
Assuming that a onstant stress σ0 ats, integrating Equation 2.10 results in the reep
behaviour, obtained as:
ε(t) =
σ0
µ
t+ C1 (2.11)
C1 an be obtained from the initial ondition ε(0) as σ0/k, and dividing strain by
stress, reep ompliane an be obtained as:
J(t) =
t
µ
+
1
k
(2.12)
Equation 2.12 suggests that reep ompliane inreases linearly by t/µ as an be seen
in Figure 2.3.
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(a) Maxwell's reep ompliane urve -
adapted from [6℄
(b) Maxwell's relaxation modulus
urve - adapted from [6℄
Figure 2.3: Maxwell's model behaviour
However, this is not notied experimentally and what happens is the opposite, a
derease over time, so this simple model is not good enough to represent ompliane.
Still, making ε = ε0 and integrating 2.10 this model an predit stress as:
ln(σ) = −
k
µ
t+ C2 (2.13)
Here, assuming that σ(0) = σ0 one an write that relaxation is depited by:
G(t) = k exp(−
kt
µ
) (2.14)
This is onomitant with the behaviour experimentally expeted [6℄.
2.3.2 Voigt-Kelvin Model
Another simple model to represent a visoelasti material is the Voigt-Kelvin model. The
latter is also omposed by one spring and one dashpot, but this time the assoiation is
made in parallel.
Figure 2.4: Voigt-Kelvin model - adapted from [23℄
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Here, the ratio between the spring and dashpot is dened as the retardation time, a
measure of the time required for the extension of the spring to ahieve its equilibrium
length while retarded by the dashpot. In this model, reep ompliane is given by:
J(t) =
1
k
[
1− e
−kt
µ
]
(2.15)
Still, relaxation an be written as :
G(t) = k (2.16)
Similarly to the previous model, this one fails in prediting the reep ompliane sine
it laks the initial elasti response. Oppositely to the previous model, this one does not
predit stress relaxation sine G(t) is given by a onstant whih is not time dependent
and so does not hange over time, as it an be seen in Figure 2.5 [6℄.
(a) Voigt-Kelvin's reep ompliane
urve- adapted from [6℄
(b) Voigt-Kelvin's relaxation modulus
urve - adapted from [6℄
Figure 2.5: Voigt-Kelvin's model behaviour
2.3.3 Zener Model
There are more omplex models that an emulate a visoelasti material's behaviour.
One of them is the Zener model. This model lls some aws of previous models but it
still is omposed by them. It an be represented as one simple Maxwell model in parallel
with one spring.
Figure 2.6: Zener model- adapted from [6℄
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This model states that reep ompliane and relaxation are given by:
J(t) =
1
k0
[
1−
k1
k0 + k1
· e
−t
ρ1
]
(2.17)
G(t) = k0 + k1e
−t
λ1
(2.18)
where ρ1 and λ1 are time onstants, given by:
ρ1 =
µ1
k0k1
(k0 + k1) (2.19)
λ1 =
µ1
k1
(2.20)
Although the shapes of the urves produed by this model are similar to those ob-
tained experimentally (Figure 2.7), it doesn't allow for a rigorous adjustment of the
behaviour of polymers sine time onstants ρ1 and λ1 are insuient. One polymers
often have a mirostrutural omplex struture they present a ontinuous spetrum of
time onstants and there is a need of using models with enough springs and dashpots to
ahieve a good approximation to the polymer real behaviour [6℄.
(a) Zener's reep ompliane urve -
adapted from [6℄
(b) Zener's relaxation modulus urve -
adapted from [6℄
Figure 2.7: Zener's model behaviour
Improved models
To ahieve a good aproximation, more omplex models whih inlude paired or series
groups of simpler models were developed, suh as improved Zener models or generalized
Maxwell models. The main dierene between these is the addition of one element
omposed only by a spring as it an be seen in Zener's model [6℄.
Improved Zener models reep ompliane and relaxation an be obtained as:
J(t) =
1
k0
+
n∑
i=1
1
ki
[
1− e
−t
ρi
]
where ρi =
µi
ki
(2.21)
G(t) = k0 +
n∑
i=1
ki · e
−t
λi where λi =
µi
ki
(2.22)
Due to this large amount of parameters, rigorous representation of visoelasti be-
haviour demands an enormous experimental eort whih may beome time-onsuming
and therefore invalidating its determination [10℄.
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(a) Parallel assoiation - adapted from [6℄
(b) Series assoiation - adapted from [6℄
Figure 2.8: Improved Zener's models
2.3.4 Visoelasti spetra
Maxwell elements in series have the properties of a single element with J =
∑
Ji and
1/µ0 =
∑
1/µi. Voigt elements in parallel have the same properties as a single element
with G =
∑
Gi and µ0 =
∑
µi. However, when more ompliated models suh as those
presented before are used, these properties relations are not so diret.
A group of parallel Maxwell elements represents a disrete spetrum of relaxation
times, eah one τi being assoiated with a spetral strength ki. In a parallel arrange-
ment the fores are additive and visoelasti funtions suh as G(t) may be obtained by
summing terms equal to those in Equation 2.14, obtaining:
G(t) =
n∑
i=1
kie
−t
τi
(2.23)
A group of Voigt elements in series represents a disrete spetrum of retardation times,
eah being assoiated with a spetral ompliane magnitude J . In a series arrangement
the strains are additive , the ompliane funtion J(t) may be obtained by summing 2.15
over all the series elements:
J(t) =
n∑
i=1
µi
(
1− e
−t
τi
)
(2.24)
These equations an t relaxation and reep data with any desired degree of auray
if n is large enough by determining the disrete spetrum of urves, eah with a loation
τi and intensity ki. Experimentally it is diult to determine the parameters τi or ki and
its arbitrary hoie may be enough to predit marosopi behavior but wouldn't have
enough value for theoretial interpretation. This an be avoided by analysing visoelasti
funtions with ontinuous spetra.
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If the number of elements in a generalized Maxwell model inreases indenitely, the
result is a ontinuous spetrum, where eah innitesimal ontribution to system rigidity
is Fdτ and is assoiated with relaxation times between τ and τ + dτ . This ontinuous
relaxation spetrum is dened asH dln(τ), whereH = Fτ . In these onditions, Equation
2.23 beomes:
G(t) = Ge +
∫
∞
−∞
He
−t
τ dln(τ) (2.25)
where Ge is a onstant added to allow for a disrete ontribution of the spetrum
with τ =∞ for visoelasti solids and for visoelasti liquids it assumes value 0.
The same analogy an be established for the Voigt-Kelvin model. Here if the model
is indenitely extent it will represent a ontinuous spetrum of retardation times L.
Equation 2.24 may be written as:
J(t) = Jg +
∫
∞
−∞
L
(
1− e
−t
τi
)
dln(τ) +
t
µ0
(2.26)
Here, an instantaneous ompliane Jg is added to exist the possibility of a disrete
ontribution when τ = 0. This parameter an not be determined experimentally but
should be taken in aount [10℄.
2.4 Polymeri materials
Industrial polymers onsist of large moleules whih are primarily ovalently bonded.
These moleules may arrange themselves in main hains and may present side hains,
irular moleules and interonnetions among them by many mehanisms.
Atoms inside moleules may interat with atoms from a dierent moleule. Thereby
larger moleules attrat eah other more strongly than shorter ones. This is reeted in
polymers melting points, whih generally inrease with inreasing hain length. Hene,
melting points may be a good indiator of the bond strength among moleules of the
ompound.
These polymer long hains are omposed by small basi units alled mers, whih are
repeated to generate the hain. The bigger the number of repeating mers, the larger
the degree of polymerization of the polymer, whih an be evaluated by an average
number sine dierent moleules may have dierent hain lengths. As the number of
intermoleular attrations between mers inreases, the total fore of attration and the
mehanial strength of the polymer generally inreases too, sine mehanial failure is
assoiated with breaking the attrative fores between the atoms in moleules. However,
inreasing the degree of polimerization indenitely does not ensure an inrease in strength
beause the hain may beome so long that some parts may behave independently and
an even break from the main hain. The large dimensions of these moleules are also
responsible for the unique properties of polymers relatively to other materials.
Thermal energy may ause vibration of the atoms and inrease atomi and moleular
motions. These motions an be:
 atomi vibrations in the arbon bakbone hain, whih may inrease the average
interatomi distane and therefore the total hain length;
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 vibrations perpendiular to the bond diretion whih an ause small vibrations in
bond angles;
 rotation of the arbon atoms around the bonds ausing twisting of the hain.
These vibrations an be understood as a measure of the kineti energy whih ontin-
uously hanges with time. Therefore, the average interatomi distane between atoms
inreases with temperature.
Beause bond within the hain bakbone are ovalent, they are of high stability and
strength, and their rupture requires large amounts of energy. Fores involved in inter-
ation with neighbouring moleules are signiantly weaker and failure of a polymer is
more likely to our by breaking these onnetions rather than by rupturing the moleule
itself [18℄.
There an be still onnetion points between linear polymers hains along their length
making a ross-linked struture. When the ross-linking agent in the polymer is ativated
by temperatures, hemial ross links are obtained and therefore a thermoset polymer
may be obtained. Physial ross-links may also our temporarily when long moleules
in linear polymers get entangle. Another phenomena that an our is hain-branhing,
where a seondary hain initiates from a point on the main hain. These branh points
lead to onsiderable dierenes in mehanial behaviour when omparing the same poly-
mer with and without branhing points.
Polymers hains may be of various lengths and therefore their moleular mass will
also vary. Mass distribution is of importane in properties of the polymer sine it will
inueniate the polymer nal state.
The manner in whih polymers mers arrange themselves in the bakbone lassies
the polymer, making it a opolymer or a homopolymer. A homopolymer is a sequene of
idential mers in the hain bakbone, forming long equal groups. A opolymer is formed
when hemial ombination exists in the main hain between two or more dierent mers.
When ombination is made by groups a blok opolymer is obtained. When they are
disposed in any order a random opolymer is obtained.
These tehniques of modifying homopolymers may also form grafts, long side hains
of a seond polymer hemially attahed to the base polymer, or blends. By applying
them, dutility or toughness of brittle homopolymers are enhaned as well as the stiness
of some rubbery polymers. Arylonitrile-Butadiene-Styrene opolymer (ABS) is an ex-
ample of a blend. In ABS the introdution of the butadiene, the rubber phase, improves
the polymer impat resistane.Beyond enhaning polymers mehanial properties, these
additives may also improve polymer proessability and resistane to degradation [24℄.
2.4.1 Temperature inuene on regions of visoelasti behaviour
Thermoplastis and elastomers show very large hanges in properties with temperature.
Thermoplastis temperature dependene has two points of major interest. Usually poly-
mers hange from a glassy state to a rubbery state as either the temperature is raised or
the time-sale of the experiment is inreased. At low temperatures, in the glassy state,
polymers are hard and brittle. Its stiness relates with hanges in stored elasti energy
on deformation whih are assoiated with small displaements of the moleules from equi-
librium positions. Here, thermal energy is insuient to overome the potential barriers
for rotational and translational motions of polymer moleules [21℄. As the temperature
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rises, the amplitude of vibrational motion beomes greater, and thermal energy beomes
omparable to the potential energy barriers. Thereby, moleules an adopt onforma-
tions where they reah a minimum of free energy. These rubber-like deformations are
assoiated with hanges in the moleular onformations. This suggest that there is only
one visoelasti transition, from the glassy state to rubber. In pratie, there are more
relaxation transitions, as it an be seen in Figure 2.9 [24℄.
Figure 2.9: Transitions in polymer- adapted from [24℄
The primary transition where the greatest hange in modulus ours is denoted Tg,
and orresponds to a relaxation alled α. Here the modulus dereases abruptly in the
glass transition region. Glass transition should be seen as a region instead of a xed
temperature and its extent an get up to 20◦C [24℄.
Beyond these regions of major importane there are other regions requiring further
analysis. As the temperature is further inreased the modulus reahes again a plateau.
This new plateu E2 an be seen in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Regions of visoelasti behaviour - adapted from [21℄
Here short-range motions of the polymers our very fast unlike the long-range mo-
tions of hains that are still restrited by the presene of strong loal interations with
neighbouring hains, as Figure 2.11 exemplies.
In ase of ross-linked polymers these interations are primary hemial bonds, known
as entanglements in linear polymers. In the rubbery plateau segments of hains an
reorient themselves relatively to eah other but large translations require long times to
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Figure 2.11: Symboli representation of long and short range relationships in a exible
polymer moleule- adapted from [10℄
our.
In the rubbery region, linear and ross-linked polymers behave approximately but
as the temperature rises this behaviour starts to dier. Beause of the primary hem-
ial bonds the hanges in modulus relatively to those of the glass transition are small.
Modulus only starts to derease again signiantly when temperature approahes to those
where hemial degradation begins. The abrupt drop highlighted in Figure 2.10 is reahed
due to moleular motions aused by the inrease of temperature until a state where all
the moleules are able to begin to translate. These large temperatures are responsible to
overome the potential energy barriers or the break of loal hain interations whih are
no longer able to prevent the moleular ow [24℄.
2.4.2 Thermoplastis and thermosets
Polymers are usually divided in three main ategories: thermoplastis, thermosets and
elastomers.
When onsidering thermoplastis, the main hain moleules are bonded by primary
ovalent bonds within the hain. Seondary fores between the indued or present dipoles
are responsible for the attration between hains . Therefore, moleules are apable of
individual motion and when a solid polymer is submitted to heat it an melt, being able
to ow and ll a mould. This apability of being proessed by injetion moulding makes
thermoplastis the most ommonly used type of polymer.
In thermosets, ovalent bonds may exist between dierent hains. By existing these
primary bonds between dierent moleules, intermoleular fores are strengthened and
the identiation of any long single hain is very diult if not impossible, reating a
single large network instead of existing many single moleules. Sine ovalent bonds
annot be broken without degrading the properties of the polymer, these materials are
not able to be molten by heating, but they har and deompose. Beause of the referred
ovalent bonds these polymers are strengthened but the apability of mould lling is lost
[8℄.
2.4.3 Amorphous and rystalline thermoplastis
Like solid materials, polymers may be lassied aording to their moleular struture in
rystalline or amorphous.
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Many polymers may form regions of ristalinity if ooled slowly from melt regions
so that the long moleules an beome ordered in the solid state as seen in Figure 2.12
a). The degree of rystalinity may vary beause ooling from a molten state may indue
imperfetions aused by tangling and twisting of linear hains. Also, in order to rystalize,
the moleules must have regular struture. Three dimensional juxtaposition of moleular
hains may also lead to formation of rystallites, though for this to happen they have
to be oriented in the same way. This way solid polymers that present a periodial
tridimensional organization are alled rystalline polymers and those who present regions
of rystallinity are alled semi-rystalline polymers [24℄. These rystallites may at as
rosslinks, making the rubbery plateau more pronouned in polymers with a ertain
degree of rystallinity than in the amorphous ones. When a polymer has a ertain
degree of ristalinity, regions that an be easily identied in amorphous polymers are no
longer so well dened. Usually these kind of polymers manifest a signiantly less fall
in modulus over the glass transition temperature. It an reah up to one or two orders
of magnitude when ompared to amorphous polymers. Also, the hange in modulus or
loss fator with temperature is more gradual, what indiates a larger relaxation time
spetrum. At higher temperatures rystalline regions redue moleular mobility and so
the polymer stops behaving as a rubber-like material [24℄. Also, rystalline polymers
exhibit a dierent main transition than the amorphous ones. They melt from an ordered
rystal diretly to a liquid. This usually happens at a region of temperatures alled
temperature of melting Tm. Here, the modulus drops sharply to the rubbery plateau.
(a) Crystalline polymer struture
(b) Amorphous polymer struture
Figure 2.12: Typial polymer struture - adapted from [4℄
Amorphous polymers are materials that do not have a long range periodial orga-
nization, as Figure 2.12 b) suggests. These materials may present an elasti modulus
around 109 Pa at higher frequenies, where the visous omponent is not so notieable.
When the material has high moleular mass, there is a plateau in modulus and moleular
ow ours at frequenies below 10−5 Hz. This plateau in the rubbery region an be
explained due to the entanglement of moleules and the phenomena of physial rosslink-
ing that tend to restrit moleular ow through the formation of temporary networks.
At long times these entanglements tend to indue irreversible ow unlike what happens
with permanent hemial ross-links (for example when a rubber is vulanized). The
modulus value in this plateau is diretly proportional to the amount of these ross-links
per unit of volume. In fat, lower mass samples tend to not show a rubbery plateau,
passing diretly from the visoelasti region to permanent ow. In polymers with higher
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moleular weight this plateau is more notieable sine it will take longer time for the
hains to disentangle, inreasing its length along the time axes [9℄. In the glassy state,
at lower temperatures, the stiness of polymer is related to hanges in stored elasti
energy aused by deformation, whih are explained by small displaements of moleules
from their equilibrium positions. At higher temperatures, in the rubbery state, moleular
hains have greater exibility and an assume forms where the minimum free energy state
an be reahed. Therefore, elasti deformations are assoiated with hanges in moleular
onformations. In fat, there are several transitions in an amorphous polymer. At lower
temperatures there are usually many seondary transitions, alled β transitions, involv-
ing small hanges in modulus. These transitions an be related to side-group motions.
The largest hange in modulus in this kind of polymers ours in the glass transition
range of temperature [24℄.
2.5 Linear time-dependent experiments (shear)
Constitutive equations desribe the response of a linear visoelasti material to various
patterns of stress and strain in simple shear.
2.5.1 Stress relaxation
If a shear strain γ is imposed in a brief time period ξ by a onstant rate of strain γ˙ = γ/ξ,
Equation 2.7 beomes
σ(t) =
∫ t0
t0−ξ
G(t− t′)
γ
ξ
dt′ (2.27)
where t0 is the time when the strain imposition is omplete, sine the rate of strain
is zero before and after the dened interval. After some mathematial simpliations,
where t0 is assumed to be zero and the time t is assumed to be muh larger than the
interval of appliation of the strain ξ, Equation 2.27 an be written as
σ(t) = γG(t) (2.28)
where G(t) is the relaxation modulus. Generally a ratio of a stress to strain is alled
amodulus and for a perfetly elasti solid the shear modulus G is σ/γ. In the partiular
ase G(t) is the shear modulus time-dependent equivalent [10℄.
2.5.2 Creep
When a shear stress σ is applied within a brief period and is held onstant, the dependene
of the strain γ on time an be obtained from Equation 2.8 on the same way as Equation
2.28 was obtained from Equation 2.27 and is given by
γ(t) = σJ(t) (2.29)
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Here, J(t) is the reep ompliane, whih for a perfetly elasti solid is equal to 1/G.
However, for a visoelasti material this is not true and J(t) 6= 1
G(t) [10℄.
2.5.3 Sinusoidal soliitations and dynami experiments
Stress may be varied periodially with sinusoidal soliitations at a frequeny f in y-
les/se(Hz) or w = 2pif in radians/se. A periodi experiment at frequeny w is
qualitatively equivalent to an experiment at time t = w−1. Regarding the following
onstitutive equation for a sinusoidal strain:
γ = γ0sin(wt) (2.30)
where γ0 is the maximum amplitude strain. Calulating the derivative one an obtain:
γ˙ = wγ0cos(wt) (2.31)
Substituting in Equation 2.7 and making the variable hange s = t − t′ it an be
obtained:
σ(t) = γ0
[
w
∫
∞
0
G(s)sin(ws)ds
]
sin(wt) + γ0
[
w
∫
∞
0
G(s)cos(ws)ds
]
cos(wt) (2.32)
Figure 2.13: Phase lag between stress and strain - adapted from [10℄
The two omponents of material's stress response may be distinguished as one in
phase (sin(wt)) an one other out of phase (cos(wt)) with the imposed strain. This
emphasises the idea that visoelasti materials have an intermediate behaviour between
ideal Newtonian uids and ideal solids [6℄. Sine the quantities in brakets in Equation
2.32 are only funtions of frequeny and not the elapsed, Equation 2.32 an be written
as:
σ = γ0(G′sin(wt) +G′′cos(wt)) (2.33)
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Here, two frequeny dependant funtions are dened: G′(w), the shear storage mod-
ulus and G′′(w), the shear loss modulus. As it is a sinusoidal soliitation it is of interest
to formulate the stress in an alternative form, displaying the stress amplitude σ0(w) and
the phase angle δ(w) among stress and strain:
σ = σ0sin(wt+ δ) = σ0cos(δ)sin(wt) + σ0sin(δ)cos(wt) (2.34)
Comparing equations 2.33 and 2.34 it is notieable that:
G′ =
σ0
γ0
cos(δ) (2.35)
G′′ =
σ0
γ0
sin(δ) (2.36)
and a new relation an then be established, the loss fator:
tan(δ) =
G′′
G′
(2.37)
When the stress and strain vary sinusoidally, they an also be desribed as omplex
numbers (refered with exponent
∗
) and so the modulus is also a omplex number given
by
G∗ =
σ∗
γ∗
= G′ + iG′′ (2.38)
where the real part is the elasti/storage part and the imaginary part is the energy
dissipation part as ilustrated in gure2.14 [6℄:
Figure 2.14: Vetorial representation of omplex modulus - adapted from [10℄
Here is notieable that G′ is the omponent of G∗ in phase with the strain and that
G′′ is the omponent 90 out of phase. Vetorial resolution shows that :
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|G∗| =
σ0
γ0
=
√
G′2 +G′′2 (2.39)
Data from sinusoidal an also be expressed in terms of a omplex ompliane
J∗ =
γ∗
σ∗
=
1
G∗
= J ′ − iJ ′′ (2.40)
Where J ′, the storage ompliane, is the in phase omponent of the stress to strain
ratio to stress, whilst J ′′, the loss ompliane is the 90 out of phase omponent. G′ and
J ′ are diretly proportional to the average energy stored in a yle of deformation whilst
G′′ and J ′′ are diretly proportional to the average dissipation or loss of energy as heat
in the same yle.
Even if J∗ = 1/G∗, individual omponents of module and ompliane are not reip-
roally related, thus an be related by [10℄:
J ′ =
G′
(G′2 +G′′2)
=
1
G′
1 + tan2(δ)
(2.41)
J ′′ =
G′′
(G′2 +G′′2)
=
1
G′′
1 + tan2(δ)−1
(2.42)
G′ =
J ′
(J ′2 + J ′′2)
=
1
J ′
1 + tan2(δ)
(2.43)
G′′ =
J ′′
(J ′2 + J ′′2)
=
1
J ′′
1 + tan2(δ)−1
(2.44)
The omplex module an be determined experimentally for a wide range of frequenies
w through Dynami Mehanial Analysis (DMA) or, sine it may vary with temperature,
through Dynami Mehanial Thermal Analysis (DMTA). Tipially, frequenies an vary
from 10−5 to 108Hz but below 10−2 the experiment is time onsuming and above 102
resonane may our depending on the type of essay and the test speimen [6℄.
2.6 Dynami and transient experiments
For understanding the visoelasti behaviour of polymers, data are required over a wide
range of time (or frequeny) and temperature. This range of time may be redued through
the appliation of the time-temperature superposition priniple as will be disussed fur-
ther. Also the number of experiments may be redued through the relations between
properties. In order to over a wide range of both time and temperature there are ve
main lasses of experiments:
 Transient measurements: reep and stress relaxation
 Low-frequeny vibrations: free osillating methods
 High-frequeny vibrations: resonane methods
 Fored vibration non-resonane methods
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 Wave propagation methods
Eah tehnique has its own range of frequeny appliability as an be seen in Figure
2.15.
Figure 2.15: Range of frequenies for dierent tehniques [24℄
Measurements of polymers' visoelasti behaviour are sensitive to small hanges in
temperature and so, a ontrolled temperature environment is essential. In some partiular
ases, suh as nylon, humidity must also be ontrolled sine they are very hygrosopi.
These measurements must be done in values of strain that does not exeed one per
ent sine that is taken as the limit value for linear visoelastiity [24℄. Within this
perentage the hange in ross-setion is small and hene stress ause by strain is also
small. When preparing an experiment, stresses indued by the lamping fores at the
end of the test speimen will indue a dierent state of stress from the other zones. To
avoid the inuene of this stress the overall length of the speimen must be 10 times
its diameter or when dealing with oriented samples 10
√
E/G where E is the Young's
modulus in the bre diretion and G the shear modulus.
Many dynami tehniques are used to over wide ranges of frequenies, suh as free
osillating pendulum methods, fored vibration tehniques or DMTA. Free osillating
pendulum are simple but an only go from 10−1 to 10Hz and its results does not present
muh repeatability. On the other hand, fored vibration methods are more omplex and
may yield higher reproduibility and an extent the frequeny range in more one deade.
Nevertheless, the frequeny of vibrations depends on the stiness of the speimen, whih
varies with temperature [24℄.
However, another widely used tehnique is DMTA (Dynami mehanial thermal
analysis). Here, a small deformation is applied to a sample in a yli manner. This
allows to study the materials response to stress, temperature, frequeny and other values.
DMTA diers from Thermomehanial Analysis (TMA) sine the latter applies a onstant
stati fore to a material and evaluates the material hange with temperature or in time,
reporting dimentional hanges, the oeient of thermal expansion. On the ohter hand,
in DMTA an osillatory fore is applied and materials response in stiness and damping
is obtained. Reent DMTA mahines are also able to measure the same properties as
TMA but with muh more preision [24℄.
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The amount of deformation that the sample exhibits is related to its stiness. Thanks
to high preision sensors in DMTA equipments, suhs as LVDT sensors, damping may
be measured with high preision and applying this to the measured modulus, the storage
modulus and loss modulus may be obtained.
Tests in DMTA may be done in various manners, suh as dual antilever, three-point
bending, tension, ompression or shear sandwih. Eah testing mode and the geometry
of the sample has its own appliability. It is ditated by the sample's physial state at
the beginning of the experiment and its diulty in applying the load. Some guidelines
to preferenial geometries and types of tests are given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Testing modes and speimen geometries for DMTA [17℄
Sample
modulus
Preferred
Geometry
Sample
Thikness
(mm)
Free
Length
(mm)
Ideal
Heating
Rate
(◦C/min)
105 to 1010 Tension 0.02 to 1 2 to 10 5
106 to 1010
Single
Cantilever
1 to 2 5 to 10 3
106 to 1010
Single
Cantilever
2 to 4 10 to 15 2
106 to 1010
Dual
Cantilever
2 to 4 10 to 15 2
108 to 1012
Three point
bending
1 to 3 10 to 20 3
107 to 1011
Three point
bending
> 4 15 to 20 2
102 to 107
Simple
Shear
0.5 to 2 5 to 10 ≤ 2
102 to 107 Compression 0.5 to 10 15 to 20 ≤ 2
DMTA latest developments allows tests to be made from temperature ranges from
−150◦C to 600◦C and frequeny ranges from 10−6 to 200Hz.
2.7 Boltzmann Superposition priniple
Boltzmann Superposition Priniple states that the response of a material to a given load
is independent of the response of the material to any pre-imposed load so the strain
response due to omplex loading is the sum of the strains due to eah step, as an be
seen in Figure 2.16. This is only valid in linear visoelasti region.
Considering a bar subjeted to uniaxial stress variable in time, reep stress an be
approximated by a series of inrements ∆σi applied in times t'i. The total resulting
strain in t>t'n is given by Equation 2.45.
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Figure 2.16: Boltzmann superposition priniple - adapted from [6℄
ε(t) = ∆σ1J(t− t
′
1) + ∆σ2J(t− t
′
2) + ...+∆σnJ(t− t
′
n) (2.45)
where J(t) is the Compliane funtion.
When the number of inrements tends to innity, Boltzmann Superposition Integral
is obtained:
ε(t) =
∫ t
−∞
J(t− t′)
dσ(t′)
dt′
dt′ where J(t− t′) = 0 if t < t′ (2.46)
σi(t) =
∫ t
−∞
G(t− t′)
dε(t′)
dt′
dt′ where G(t− t′) = 0 if t < t′ (2.47)
At time t′1 stress σ1 is applied and the strain indued an be given by
ε1(t) = σ1J(t) (2.48)
Aording to linear visoelastiity J(t) remains equal for all stresses in a given time.
If stresses inreases by σ2 − σ1 at time t
′
2 the strain inrease is given by
ε2(t) = J(t− t
′
2)(σ2 − σ1) (2.49)
Also, if stress inrement σ3 − σ2 is applied, the strain inrease is
ε3(t) = J(t− t
′
3)(σ3 − σ2) (2.50)
Further strains aused by stress inrements, whih an be either positive or negative,
are added to give Equation 2.45 [6℄.
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2.8 Time temperature superposition priniple (TTSP)
The temperature dependene of polymer properties is of major importane sine either
polymers and elastomers present hanges in their mehanial properties with hanging
of temperature. Polymeri parts should be projeted so that reep and relaxation phe-
nomena are slow, preferentially taking several years, albeit they an not be negleted.
Hene, experimental proedures to obtain reep ompliane and relaxation modulus data
should also be long enough, what is not aeptable sine it would be time onsuming.
Short time tests are then made and the results are extrapolated to working onditions.
Using the time temperature superposition priniple it is possible to redue testing time
by replaing it with shorter experiments at higher temperatures, sine an inrease in
temperature aelerates moleular motions. This priniple also allows to obtain a mole-
ular interpretation of the visoelasti behaviour sine generally polymers hange from
glass-like to rubber-like behaviour as the temperature rises or the time sale is inreased
[8℄,[18℄.
TTSP priniple is based on the hypotheses that visoelasti materials have a simple
rheologial behavior, i.e. that every property has the same dependeny of time [6℄.
If P designates any visoelasti property, time temperature superposition priniple
states that:
P (t, T ) = P (tr, Tr) (2.51)
where Tr is the referene temperature at whih the properties are desired and tr is
the redued time, given by:
tr =
t
αT (T )
(2.52)
in whih intervenes the shifting fator αT (T ). The same an be written in frequeny:
P (w, T ) = P (wr, Tr) where wr = wαT (T ) (2.53)
The implementation of this priniple requires hoosing a referene temperature as
well as obtaining urves for the desired property to be measured at several temperatures.
It is then possible to obtain a master urve through shifting measured properties at
eah temperature by their respetive shifting fators, in the time sale. This master
urve may then serve as the basis to the predition of the polymer behaviour in other
situations, sine by shifting the isothermals, the time sale is expanded and one an
extrapolate the behaviour through longer times. Experimental alulation of the fator
αT (T ) is essential for the appliation of the TTSP sine these are the values to be applied
to shift the isothermals horizontally.
While making master urves, variables having units of time (or reiproal) are subjet
to horizontal shifts αT while units of stress (or reiproal) are subjet to vertial shifts
bT , both temperature dependent.
When all retardation and relaxation mehanisms have the same temperature depen-
dene as well as stress magnitudes at all times, the material an be said as thermorheolog-
ially simple. This an be noted when building a master urve if, on a double logarithmi
plot of visoelasti funtions, these an be superimposed by shifting them only horizon-
tally with the fator previously mentioned αt. This may indiate if the dependene of
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temperature is the same and if the material is onsidered thermorheologially simple
[16℄. Some authors assume that stress magnitudes are proportional to the produt of the
density and temperature. So the vertial shift fator may be alulated by [7℄
bT =
T0ρ0
Tρ
(2.54)
Another way to determine the neessity to inlude a vertial shift (independent of time
or frequeny shift), is to nd the horizontal shift of loss angle neessary to superimpose
on a loss angle versus log(|G∗|) plot, alled a van Gurp-Palmen plot [14℄.
2.8.1 Moleular interpretations of time-temperature equivalene
Site model theory
This theory states that there are two regions, separated by an equilibrium free energy
dierene ∆G1−∆G2, where eah of the terms are the barrier heights per mole as Figure
2.17 shows. Also, this model is based on the transition probabilty for a jump from site
1 to site 2 when a stress is applied and a hange of populations in both sites ours [24℄.
Figure 2.17: Two-site model - adapted from [24℄
After some assumptions and mathematial dedutions it an be stated that the fre-
queny of moleular onformational hanges depends on the barrier height ∆G2 and not
on the dierene between sites, as it an be seen in Equation 2.55 . [24℄
ν =
A′
2pi
e
−∆G2
RT
(2.55)
Here, A′ is a onstant. This equation an be rewritten as :
ν = ν0e
−∆H
RT where ν0 =
A”
2pi
e
∆S
R
(2.56)
Here, ∆S is the number of speies per unit volume. Equation 2.56 shows that tem-
perature aets the frequeny of moleular jumps mostly by the ativation energy ∆H.
Solving equation 2.56 in order to ∆H, the Arrhenius equation may be obtained:
∆H = −R
[
∂(lnν)
∂(1/T )
]
(2.57)
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This equation may be used to obtain the shift fator at temperatures inferior to
glass transition temperature and allows one to superimpose urves evaluated at dierent
temperatures [6℄.
log(αT ) =
∆H
R
{
1
T2
−
1
T1
}
(2.58)
The ativation energy for the proess an then be obtained by plotting log(αT ) versus
the reiproal of the temperature. It must be noted that this model may only be applied
when the ativation energy is onstant sine ativation energy will be evaluated from
the line's slope. Also, the temperature dependene of the glass transition relaxation
behaviour is not supported by a onstant ativation energy model, albeit when this seems
to happen it may be due to the limited range of experimental frequenies available.
William-Landel-Ferry (WLF)
One other way of alulating the shift fator for omposing a master urve is the WLF
equation:
log(αT ) =
C1(T − Ts)
C2 + (T − Ts)
(2.59)
Here C1 and C2 are onstants and they may be assumed as C1 = 8.86 and C2 = 101.6
when Ts, the referene temperature, is Ts = Tg + 50
◦C for a large group of amorphous
polymers. The WLF equation may be applied in a temperature range of Tg until Tg+100
for this group of polymers [6℄.
WLF equation has a theoretial basis in terms of free volume. To understand it
Equation 2.60 may be rewritten in terms of a dilatometri transition temperature :
log(αT ) =
Cg1 (T − Tg)
Cg2 + (T − Tg)
(2.60)
where Tg = Ts − 50
◦C and Cg1 and C
g
2 are new onstants. As Figure 2.18 shows, the
total volume of the polymer is the sum of the oupied volume (moleular volume of the
moleules) and the free volume (the amount of holes or voids). It is a topi of disussion
that the oupied volume inreases with temperature uniformly. Also, Figure 2.18 shows
a sudden grow in the total volume line at Tg whih suggest an expansion in free volume.
This may be explained by the start of ertain moleular proesses that ontrol the vis-
oelasti behaviour at Tg. This brings another signiane to Tg beyond the fat that Tg
is the temperature when those moleular proesses time sale may start to be ompared
with the measuring time-sale. Generally it an be assumed that free volume is onstant
up to Tg and then it inreases linearly with temperature [24℄. The lassi method for
the experimental determination of the glass transition temperature is dilatometry and
may identify the temperature at whih the hange in slope ours . Sine dilamometri
methods reveal to be omplex in pratie other methods are ommonly used, suh as
the displaement methods or dierential sanning alorimetry. The suess of the rst
depends on the onning uid hosen sine it an not be absorbed by the polymer or un-
dergo phase transitions. DSC (dierential sanning alorimetry) registers disontinuities
or peaks in heat apaity, whih is observed at Tg.
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Figure 2.18: Spei volume versus temperature for a typial amorphous polymer-
adapted from [24℄
One riterion to the appliability of the redued variables is the exat mathing of
the shapes of adjaent urves obtained experimentally. Two others are :
 the same values of αT must superimpose all the visoelasti funtions;
 the temperature dependene of αT must have a reasonable form, onsistent with
the experiene.
Ferry [10℄ showed that it is possible to superimpose storage ompliane and loss
ompliane with the same αT values, forming a smooth urve. However, in the loss
ompliane data obtained at higher frequenies presented slight anomalies.
Even though this time temperature superimposal tehnique reveals of great utility it
must be used very arefull. In a single investigation dynami measurements usually do
not extend over more than three deades of logarithmi frequeny, nor transient measure-
ments extend over more than six deades. Therefore, predition of visoelasti properties
at frequenies distant from those obtained experimentally must be reasonably sine small
errors alulating log(αT ) may be aumulated and take properties to frequenies that
are not orret [10℄.
2.8.2 Time temperature supeposition priniple failure
Time temperature superposition priniple is not always appliable and may not hold for
many ases. For amorphous polymers at temperatures bellow Tg shift fators an not
be obtained by the WLF equation due to the fat that in this region the rearrangement
of the moleular segments within the available free volume does not ontribute to the
ow [9℄.
In ase of semirystalline polymers, generally this priniple is less valuable. This
an be explained due to the fat that semirystalline polymers have a struture that is
quite sensitive to hanges in temperature and they are linearly visoelasti only for low
strain levels. WLF equation an not always be applied suessfully to these polymers.
Sometimes the onstrution of a master urve is not possible at all. In some spei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ases TTSP is possible but only for some ranges of temperature where visoelastiity
requirements are not transposed. Master relaxation urves of a semirystalline polymer
do not present the signiant hanges in slope that amorphous polymers do, even in the
Tg zone. This may be due to the ross-linking eets of the rystallites whih ause
a redution in segmental mobility. Here, Tg region will be more notieable as fewer
rystallite inlusions the polymer has [9℄.
Many other reasons why the TTSP may fail are oneivable, like the ourrene
of more than one relaxation mehanism with distint temperature dependene. In the
viinity of Tg both energetially and entropi indued relaxations take plae and generally
TTSP may not hold. Also materials with hanges during the measurement time-sale
will not obey TTSP [14℄.
Heterogeneous polymeri materials like polymeri blends omponents will gener-
ally manifest a dierent rheologi temperature dependene. In fat, these materials
visoelasti properties are rather ompliated sine many relaxation mehanisms may
our in temperature regions whih are lose, preventing the appliation of the TTSP.
At temperatures where only one relaxation mehanism is ative, this priniple may be
applied more easily. This way, grafts and blends may be expeted to not obey the time
temperature superposition priniple.
Dierent groups of blends may be distinguished. Homogeneous polymeri materials
with a distribution of hain lengths are the simplest lass of blends. Generally the hain
length will not inuene the relaxation mehanism and there is no inuene of hain
length on ativation energy. Branhed polymers may onstitute a separate lass sine they
an be onsidered blends with various amounts of branhing. Higher levels of branhing
are found on longer hains, and these are responsible for the longest relaxation times.
This branhing eet may aet temperature sensivity and an inhomogeneous branhing
distribution may lead to failure of TTSP.
Some polymers may be mixed forming a misible blend, and are thought to have
the same temperature dependene. Measurements on PEO/PMMA showed that TTSP
fails and it an be due to the fat that eah omponent retain their own temperature
sensitivity. Only when temperature sensitivities of both omponents are similar (lose
Tg) TTSP is appliable.
Similarly to what happens to misible blends, immisible blends do not obey to
TTSP. However, like in misible blends, some ases of TTSP appliability are known.
This an be due to the fat that ativation energies are lose. Sine the suess of TTSP
is ommonly evaluated visually, samples from the same polymer may yield good results
when measured with one tehnique and bad results when measured with a dierent one.
Failure of TTSP an be due to the fat that the relaxation time of one of the omponents
falls outside of the experimental range of time. Also, interfaial eets an be seen as
a relaxation mehanism with temperature dependene and an ontribute to failure of
TTSP [14℄.
However, in many ases TTSP still appears to be appliable. Examples of misible
blends where TTSP holds an be PS/PVME, SAN/SMA, PMMA/PVDF. For immisi-
ble blends, TTSP revealed to be appliable in ABS, PS/PC, HDPE/LDPE, PE/PP [14℄.
Still, this priniple was suessfully applied on styrene-butadiene lled opolymers (in
the primary transition region) and on poly(ethylene-g-styrene), whih is a graft polymer,
semirystalline and heterogeneous. Styrene-based ionomers may behave has simple ma-
terials. In fat, when a polymer has a low ontent of these ions, the material behaves
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has a simple material, whilst when ontents are higher TTSP is not appliable [9℄.
Failure of TTSP an indiate several things:
 thermal instability of material at elevated temperatures;
 only ertain regions of the experiment are able to be superposed;
 dierent temperature phenomena may our suh as the inuene of interfaial
stresses or the existene of an equilibrium modulus.
The latter item eets are elasti and therefore may only manifest in the storage modulus.
This way, shifting G′ and G′′ may beome an indiator of the existene of either elasti
or fritional fores. An example of a misible blend in whih TTSP fails is PEO/PMMA,
where the shifting of G′ is possible but G′′ is not shiftable [14℄.
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Chapter 3
Polymer visoelasti behaviour
assessment
The present work fouses on assessing the visoelasti behaviour of miroparts. To ob-
tain these miroparts, studies were arried to estimate the best proessing onditions
and onsequently the proessing parameters. Zhil'tsova et al. [26℄, studied the inuene
of mesh disretization on the polymer ow behaviour in miroavities. Mesh disretiza-
tion revealed to be of major importane sine an inrease in mesh density makes the
analysis more representative of reality whilst a oarser mesh may not produe reliable
results. Also, a more rened mesh will need more omputational resoures, inreasing
the time of simulation. Additionally when simulating the injetion of miroparts the
injetion assumptions may not be appliable in the same manner they are for maro
parts. This study also allowed to determine the reliability of the injetion simulation
results by omparing them with miroparts obtained experimentally. The study has es-
tablished the omparison by analysing the formation of welding lines. The best results
were ahieved when using an external module for mesh generation, (Hypermesh
®
from
Altair HyperWorks10
®
). This study highlighted the importane of the mesh type and
renement in miroparts [26℄.
Ideal proessing onditions were studied using the Moldow
®
software. This study
allowed one to predit some proess speiities suh as the ll time, temperature at ow
front and the miropart warpage as it an be seen in gures 3.1-3.3.
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Figure 3.1: Moldow
®
ll time predition
Figure 3.2: Moldow
®
temperature at ow front predition
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Figure 3.3: Moldow
®
miropart warpage predition
It an be seen in the previous gures that it is neessary a small amount of time,
about 0.06s, to ompletely ll the miropart. An inrease in the temperature of the
ow front as it an be seen due to the fat that suh small dimensions allied to the fast
injetion veloities tend to develop high shear rates during the injetion, inreasing the
temperature as an be seen in the polymer ow. The greater rise in temperature an be
noted in the miropart, where the polymer has to ow through a region with redued
thikness.
The study of the proess (numerial) has enabled the establishment of the ideal pro-
essing onditions. Miroparts were injeted in a Boy 12 miro injetion moulding ma-
hine (ourtesy of Polymers Engineering Department of University of Minho), aording
to numerial simulations speiations, as presented in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Miropart proessing onditions
Thikness [µm]
Mold
Temperature[◦C]
Melt
Temperature [◦C]
Cooling time [s℄
200 & 300 75 250 20
The omplete feeding system and miropart an be seen in gures 3.4a and 3.4b,
where dotted lines represent the utting layout to produe the speimens.
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(a) Miropart and feeding system
(b) Miropart dimensions [mm℄
Figure 3.4: Miropart
One obtained the miroparts, DMTA tests were arried out in order to assess the
mehanial properties of the polymer. These tests allowed one to obtain properties suh
as the time-dependent relaxation modulus and its omponents. The latter being: storage
modulus, loss modulus and the loss fator, ommonly denoted as tg(δ). The DMTA
mahine used was a Triton Tehnology TTDMA Dynami Mehanial Analyser, ourtesy
of Polymers' Engineering Department of University of Minho and it is represented in
Figure 3.5.
Samples were ut from the miropart inluding the 200µm or the 300µm zones, as
Figure 3.6b suggests. Sine all the sample's thikness is in the order of mirons, tension
onguration was onsidered the most appropriate test mode as the Table 2.1 suggests.
Hene, the mahine was set up for tension tests and the testing speimens were mounted
perpendiularly to the lamps, as it an be seen from gure 3.6.
DMTA tests were performed on eah sample at 16 dierent frequenies, equally spaed
from 0.01 to 10 Hz over the temperature range of 30 to 75
◦C at intervals of 5◦C. This
proess was repeated for groups of 3 samples with the same proessing onditions. Re-
laxation tests were arried imposing a displaement of 20µm whih guarantees that the
experiment is performed within the visoelastiity domain of 1% of strain.
In order to estimate long-term life of the material, a Matlab
®
appliation was de-
veloped to apply the time temperature superposition priniple (TTSP) to the data. The
appliation was reated to read data from the DMTA mahine generated le and produe
the master urves automatially. Furthermore, it intends to remove ambiguity related to
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Figure 3.5: Triton Tehnology TTDMA Dynami Mehanial Analyser
(a) Upper view
(b) Front view
Figure 3.6: Sample mounting
manual shifting proesses, yielding always the same master urve as result.
The sequene followed by the appliation an be depited from Figure 3.7.
DMTA data is reeived via a single ".xls" le where temperatures, frequenies and
modulus data are presented. Data for assessing eventual problems during the experiment
are also part of the le, nevertheless it is here disarded.
The developed appliation was programmed to sort out only the important data for
the analysis and prepare it without any further user interation.
200 and 300 µm miroparts
With this set of experimental data separated, the program is now ready to let the user
deide upon the thermorehologial state of the material. To do so, the appliation yields
two graphis, the Cole-Cole plot and a van Gurp Palmen plot. The analysis of the time
temperature superposition priniple for this material was done using a Cole-Cole plot,
(E′′(w) vs E′(w)), as it an be seen in gures 3.8 and 3.9.
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Figure 3.7: Matlab appliation owhart
Aording to Maaubas and Demarquete [15℄ and Guedes [13℄, a material an be
onsidered thermorheologially simple when the behaviour of the Cole-Cole plot is tem-
perature independent.
Another way of validating the appliability of the TTSP is via the analysis of van
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Figure 3.8: Cole-Cole plot for 200 µm ABS miroparts
Figure 3.9: Cole-Cole plot for 300 µm ABS miroparts
Gurp and Palmen[7℄[13℄[14℄. This method plots the phase angle δ versus the absolute
value of the omplex modulus, |G∗|. This manner of plotting eliminates the eet of
shifting along the frequeny axis and yields temperature independent urves when TTSP
is appliable. Moreover, this method may show diretly the neessity of vertial shifting,
whih an not be seen in a Cole-Cole plot. van Gurp and Palmen [14℄ found out that for a
long-hained EDPM (ethylene propylene diene monomer, M-lass), failure of TTSP was
learly seen in a van Gurp Palmen plot, sine a single urve was not obtained. Instead
of that, a set of urves with vertial gaps between them was observed. Applying this
tehnique to the experimental data, results in the plot that an be depited from gures
3.10 and 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: van Gurp Palmen plot for 200 µm ABS miroparts
Figure 3.11: van Gurp Palmen plot for 300 µm ABS miroparts
Cole-Cole plots suggest for both speimens that the behaviour seems to be temper-
ature dependent, i.e., horizontal and a vertial shifts are neessary to obtain a single
urve. van Gurp Palmen plots show that a unique single urve is not obtained for both
miroparts what an suggest that TTSP may not be appliable. However, in the tem-
perature range from 30 to 55
◦C a single urve tends to form but with some vertial and
horizontal gaps between them.
In an attempt to obtain superposition, the vertial shift fator was inluded. The
appliation also enables to use the eet of vertial shifts. For that, data ontaining the
spei volume variation with temperature is required as input. Aording to Moldow
®
database, the polymer's density varies with temperature as presented in gure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Density versus temperature plot for ABS
The vertial shift fator an then be alulated by equation (1.54). However, after
obtaining shift fators from superposition of the loss fator, a single master urve for
loss and storage moduli ould not be obtained, even with the previous appliation of the
vertial shift fator as gures 3.13 and 3.14 show for 200µm and 3.15 and 3.16 show for
300µm. Analysing the redued loss modulus it is possible to see that superposition is
possible until 60
◦C as the Cole-Cole analysis revealed.
Figure 3.13: Loss modulus superposition for 200 µm ABS miroparts with vertial shift-
ing
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Figure 3.14: Storage modulus superposition for 200 µm ABS miroparts with vertial
shifting
Figure 3.15: Loss modulus superposition for 300 µm ABS miroparts with vertial shift-
ing
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Figure 3.16: Storage modulus superposition for 300 µm ABS miroparts with vertial
shifting
At the end of the experiments, signiant bending was observed in testing speimens.
This is onomitant with numerial simulations in whih similar boundary onditions
were applied. Figure 3.17 shows the same bending mode in the test speimen and in the
numerial simulation. This seems to be due to the fat that the DMTA mahine lamps
hold the miropart in the thiker area (400 µm) and the zone that suers the most with
the mehanial soliitation is situated after a hange in the ross setion (200 or 300 µm).
This hange in ross setion tends to indue tensions that fore the part to bend. This
eet may be interfering with the measurement of the polymer properties and may bring
some unertainties to the measured properties.
(a) Miropart after testing
(b) Tension numerial simu-
lation with 1.59 sale fator
Figure 3.17: Miropart geometry inuene on tests
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600 µm miropart
A literature analysis revealed that TTSP should be able to be applied to ABS [14℄.
Therefore and in an attempt to anel the bending eet that indued unertainties, new
test speimens with dierent geometry and thikness were produed via miro injetion
moulding , taking into aount the same parameters as the previous miroparts, as it an
be seen in gure 3.18a. After injeting the new miroparts in an Inautom D65 injetion
mahine, samples were ut with an average size of 20 ∗ 5 ∗ 0.6 mm, as it an be seen in
gure 3.18b.
(a) Miropart and feeding system
(b) Miropart dimensions
Figure 3.18: Seond miropart
The analysis for this miropart was done aording to the same methodology previ-
ously referred.
For this new set of data, the Cole-Cole analysis suggests that the vertial shift fator is
not neessary, i.e., material's properties show the same tendeny, not hanging with tem-
perature. This absene of vertial shift an be noted in gure 3.19 sine a superposition
of urves ours naturally, resulting in a single urve.
Figure 3.19: Cole-Cole plot for 600 µm ABS miroparts
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Figure 3.20 shows that the eet of bT on the magnitude of the omplex modulus is
negligible and that data superimposes without shifting, omposing a single urve (with
some deviations from the tendeny at higher temperatures) [7℄. This suggests that the
material is thermorheologially simple and that TTSP should now hold.
Figure 3.20: van Gurp Palmen plot for 600 µm ABS miroparts
As the previous analysis indiated that the eet of vertial shift ould be negleted,
superposition was arried without reduing modulus.
Sine the loss fator is a ratio of loss to storage modulus it is unaeted by vertial
shifting. This way, it is possible to determine the horizontal shift fator without making
any assumption about bT [11℄[7℄.
Data obtained from DMTA for the loss fator an be depited from gure 3.21.
Time temperature superposition priniple was applied to the measured modulus and
frequeny, and redued to a referene temperature of 30◦C. To ahieve superposition,
two methods were applied, both of them start from the same stage, the oneption of an
overlapping window as gure 3.22 shows.
The rst method onsists on disovering the mean value of the property that is being
analysed. This mean value is alulated with the maximum and minimum value of the
superposition window. After that, data are interpolated to obtain, for eah urve, the
frequeny that originated the mean value. The proess is resumed in gure 3.24.
This method requires few omputational resoures and revealed to be a good initial
approximation to obtain shift fators. However, if the behaviour of the material is not
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Figure 3.21: Loss fator experimental data for 600 µm ABS miroparts
Figure 3.22: Overlapping windows for TTSP
onstant through the middle setion, interpolation errors may our and the shift will be
misalulated. Also, data aquisition errors during the experiment may yield bad results
for αT (T ). Hene this method was applied to data loss fator and the master urve
presented in gure 3.24 was obtained.
A seond method was reated in an attempt to suppress the rst method possible
aws. It is based on an iterative yle where for eah
′m′ inrement, the horizontal
error is alulated when shifting adjaent urves. To ahieve so, the horizontal distane
between
′n′ points for the same value in the vertial axis is alulated and divided by the
horizontal axis value of the xed urve, obtaining a relative error. Then the deision of
whih inrement yields the best superposition is based on the minimum of the mean error
for eah iteration, alulated as the sum of the squared errors divided by the number of
points. The proess is represented in gure 3.25.
Applying this seond method to the same data yields the master urve presented in
gure 3.26.
A visual inspetion reveals that a better superposition an be ahieved with the
seond method, based on the fat that a smoother urve is obtained. The rst method
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Figure 3.23: Flow hart for TTSP rst method
yielded a master urve that failed in superposing the lower temperature urves, reating
some gaps between them. Therefore dierent values for shift fators were obtained and
an be found in table 3.2
These values should be interpreted as the ones that separate two adjaent urves.
Therefore, when using them to further interpretations they should be added or subtrated
progressively with the latter.
Master urves for storage and loss moduli were obtained as an be seen in gures
3.27 and 3.28, respetively.
The riterion that states that the same values of αT (T ) must superpose all the vis-
oelasti funtions appears to be fullled [22℄[10℄ . However, it must be noted that some
experimental points lie out of the master urve tendeny. This an be due to some se-
ondary transitions that may be ourring sine the vitreous transition of ABS is around
93◦C. Sine this behaviour an also be notied at lower temperatures, both systemati
and random errors should be onsidered, suh as an inorret mounting position of the
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Figure 3.24: Master urve for loss fator with mean value method, Tref=30◦C for 600
µm ABS miroparts
Table 3.2: Log αT (T ) obtained through rst and seond methods
Temperatures(
◦C)
Log αT (T ) rst
method
Log αT (T )
seond method
30-35 -0.0410 -0.1603
35-40 -0.2007 -0.5330
40-45 -0.1165 -0.7494
45-50 -0.5763 -0.4669
50-55 -0.3750 -0.7074
55-60 -0.2342 -0.2986
60-65 -0.2588 -0.5090
65-70 -0.3126 -0.2805
70-75 -0.2524 -0.4428
test speimen [19℄. These shift fators may now serve as basis to alulate the onstants
present in equations suh as the William Landel Ferry (WLF) or the Arrhenius one.
In order to alulate the ativation energy for the Arrhenius, the following equation
was used [12℄
Log10αt(T ) =
∆H
2.303R
(
1
T + 273.15
−
1
T0 + 273.15
)
(3.1)
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Figure 3.25: Flow hart for TTSP seond method
where ∆H is the ativation energy of the relaxation proess and R = 1.98 ∗ 10−3
kal/mol. Through the equation 3.2 linearization, the ativation energy ∆H an be
obtained as a funtion of the slope of Log10αt(T ) versus (1/T ) − (1/T0). Figure 3.29
shows the linear regression of the data.
The temperature dependene of the horizontal shift fator follows an Arrhenius equa-
tion (r2 = 0.991) and the ativation energy revealed to be 198,4 kJ/mol.
For the WLF equation the methodology used was the one presented in [10℄. Starting
from the WLF equation it is possible to get:
T − T0
log10αt(T )
= −
1
c1
(T − T0)−
c2
c1
(3.2)
This way it is possible obtain 1 and 2 from a linear regression of (T − T0)/logαT
versus T − T0, where if s represents the slope and i the intersetion, 1 and 2 an be
obtained as:
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Figure 3.26: Master urve for loss fator with iterative method, Tref=30◦C for 600 µm
ABS miroparts
Figure 3.27: Master urve for storage modulus for 600 µm ABS miroparts
c1 = −
1
s
(3.3)
c2 =
i
s
(3.4)
Applying this formulation to obtained data results in 1=52.4456 and 2=513.771.
Another approah to alulate values for 1 and 2 an be found in the literature [13℄.
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Figure 3.28: Master urve for loss modulus for 600 µm ABS miroparts
Figure 3.29: Linear regression for ativation energy
Despite some slight deviations, it an be seen that the horizontal shift fators obtained
by the seond Matlab
®
algorithm omply with either WLF or Arrhenius equation. A
graphial omparison an be seen in gure 3.30.
It an then be onluded that ABS behaves as a thermorehologially simple polymer
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Figure 3.30: Comparison of Arrhenius and WLF equations urve tting with experimen-
tal data for ABS at several temperatures
and therefore it an be subjeted to TTSP. Two simple algorithms were implemented and
one of them validated with basis on the empirial equations for alulating shift values.
Deviations at higher temperatures were notied and an be due to seondary transitions
or due to the fat that the temperature is approahing the vitreous transition zone sine
ABS is an amorphous polymer. As it was mentioned before, some experimental errors
assoiated with deient experimental set-up may not be disregarded to have inuened
the results.
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Chapter 4
Polymer miropart - numerial
analysis
Injetion moulding is a very ommon tehnique to produe ommonly used parts and a
major onsumer of all plastis. This large extent in use of plastis onstitutes a neessity
to improve proessing tehniques in order to make prodution more eient. Eah plas-
ti diers from the other, having its own properties that make it suitable for dierent
appliations. Therefore eah of them requires dierent proessing and injetion moulding
proedures and parameters [20℄. These parameters may have signiant importane in
the performane of the part when in duty.
In fat, after injetion and paking, the molten plasti starts to shrink and internal
stresses start developing. Residual stresses are proess-indued stresses and are related
to the referred injetion parameters. They an be either ow indued, generated by
visoelasti deformations or thermally indued due to the temperature gradients that
start to develop.
Zhil'tsova et al. [25℄, studied the inuene of residual stresses in moulded parts with
metalli inserts. Here, residual stresses tend to be larger, sine metals have a thermal
expansion oeient muh smaller (10 − 20 · (10−6)◦C−1) than polymers (100 − 200 ·
(10−6)C−1), not allowing for polymer's ontration. When a part is ejeted, geometrial
onstraints are removed and part's dimensions suer major hanges due to the stresses
aommodation proess that starts to develop. Beyond plasti properties and proess
parameters, part design also may inuene the development of residual stresses. However
the injetion temperature appears to be one of the most ritial variables sine a drop in
temperature at the ow front aets negatively the bonding of moleules, weakening the
nal produt [25℄.
This hapter aims to establish a methodology allowing to evaluate the inuene of
proess indued stresses in a part performane during its lifetime.
Proess indued stresses an be obtained through injetion simulation. In fat,
when a Moldow
®
ll-pak-warp analysis is performed, residual stresses after ooling
in the mould may be obtained as an output. Moldow
®
has a spei tool named
AMI Abaqus
®
interfae to onvert data from the analysis so it an be post-proessed.
Running this maro yields as output the following les:
 mehanial properties;
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 partial input le for Abaqus
®
,
 residual stresses le.
The last two les are of major importane. The rst ontains nodal oordinates,
element topology, element properties and boundary onditions suient to eliminate
the struture's rigid body modes. The seond ontains residual stresses desription in
prinipal diretions (no shear values) assoiated with that mesh in partiular. Commonly
the program uses 4-node tetrahedral (C3D4) elements.
In order to obtain the residual stresses, Moldow
®
miro-parts simulations were
obtained by ourtesy of the work group in whih this dissertation is inserted into. These
simulations served as basis to predit the proess settings aording to whih miro parts
would be proessed. Figures 4.1a and 4.1b show the omplete injetion system and the
miro-part with an optimized mesh.
(a) Injetion system and part
(b) Miro part in detail
Figure 4.1: Miropart in analysis
After running the maro for the presented parts, the referred partial input le was
obtained. This partial input le may be readily submitted for analysis in order to visualize
the residual stresses but for further analysis it needs to be largely modied. To do so
the following statement should be used in a ommand line: abaqus job = ′file′.inp
interactive.
Moldow
®
yields a ".ist" where the residual stress are given as 'Element' 'S11 S22
S33 S12 S13 S21'. One line of this le an be seen in gure 4.2, where the initial state
of stress of the part is represented and the stress value read in Abaqus
®
for the same
element is also shown.
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Figure 4.2: Initial state of stress, reading from le
One residual stresses are dened in terms of prinipal diretions, shear stresses be-
ome null. Also these stress values are equal in the three prinipal diretions. Therefore
von Mises equivalent stresses assume a zero magnitude at the start of the analysis.
Sine residual stresses are obtained in the moment that the mould onstraints are
removed, and beause dierent shrinkage ours, the eld of stresses is not uniform as
the olor map in gure 4.2 suggests. Therefore a proess of internal stresses stabilization
ours whih leads to part volume modiation and possible warpage.
When simulating this behaviour omputationally, it is then neessary to inlude one
stabilization step, in whih boundary onditions that restrit rigid body modes are used to
prevent part from aelerating and moving freely. Also this allows to see part's distortion.
Figure 4.3 shows, with an ampliation fator of 50, the shrinkage and deformation that
the part suers due to the non uniform distribution of initial stresses.
It an be noted that the larger warpage is in the top of the miro part, opposed to
the gate position. This is due to the fat that when the part is almost ompletely lled
it starts to ool being the gate zone where the larger portion of molten polymer is found,
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Figure 4.3: Part deformation and shrinkage, sale fator of 50
onstituting a hot spot that slows polymer shrinkage. This way moleules in polymer
have more time and spae to aomodate themselves, yielding lower residual stresses.
One the initial stress state of the miro-part post-proessing is obtained, it is of
interest to study their inuene on the part behaviour when subjeted to mehanial
stress during its lifetime. Therefore, the analysis follows as a relaxation test where a
visoelasti model is neessary to simulate the polymer's behaviour. To ahieve this a
seond stati step was reated, where a strain of 20 µm is imposed to one end of the part
whilst the other is xed.
Figure 4.4a shows the stress eld for the 300µm zone of the miropart (future analyses
will be done with this area as an example), after being strethed. It an be immediately
seen from the dominant olors that stresses inrease as the zone in the analysis approahes
the middle of the part, as it would be expeted. Figure 4.4a also shows three dierent
elements within the zone to be further analysed.
The olor map from gure 4.4a shows a predominant yellow olor whih suggests
that higher levels of stress are present omparatively to gure 4.4b. Sine the same olor
map was seleted in both gures a more profound analysis on the value of the von Mises
equivalent stress for the depited elements reveals that the presene of residual stresses
has a massive impat on stress levels. Table 4.1 presents the von Mises equivalent stresses
for the three dierent elements through the length of the part and the perentual inrease
due to the residual stresses.
The perentual values reveal that the inrease in stress is unexpetedly high. This may
be due to several reasons. One of them is the fat that the elasti modulus obtained in
DMTA tests for the higher frequeny at the lower temperature (where the loss omponent
of visoelastiity is diminished sine moleules do not have time to adopt minimum energy
positions) revealed to be lower than the value indiated by the polymer manufaturer,
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(a) With initial stresses
(b) Without initial stresses
Figure 4.4: Field of stresses when a 20µm strain is imposed (true deformation sale
fator)
Table 4.1: Inuene of initial stresses on the stressed zone
Element
With residual
stresses [Pa]
Without residual
stresses [Pa]
Perentual
inrease [%]
63657 3.05099 · 107 8.62303 · 106 253.8
60460 3.26425 · 107 8.81743 · 106 270.2
61575 2.33771 · 107 8.03875 · 106 190.8
2.4GPa. This value an be either obtained in polymer's data-sheet or in Moldow®
database and may inuene the alulation of residual stresses, yielding higher values
than expeted. Also, aording to Boltzmann superposition priniple, stress responses to
suessive deformations are additive and therefore, these initial stresses will inrease the
total value of stress as gures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show. Another reason whih an explain
the disrepany between values is the fat that after ooling and being ejeted from the
mould, miro-parts tend to shrink further. When applying the same displaement to
a shrunken part and to a part without initial stress the strain rates will be dierent
and therefore dierent values of stress will be obtained sine the same displaement will
indue a larger strain value.
To proeed simulating the relaxation test, visoelastiity must be taken into aount.
Abaqus
®
allows multiple ways of inserting visoelasti data suh as reep test data,
relaxation test data, frequeny-dependent test data or even diret speiation of Prony
series parameters (g¯Pi , k¯
P
i and τi). The latter was hosen sine DMTA test results are
frequeny dependent.
Frequeny domain data are dened in a tabular form, by providing as input the
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real and imaginary parts of ωg∗ as funtion of frequeny in yles per time. If Gs(ω)
designates the storage modulus and Gl(ω) the loss modulus, the real and imaginary parts
an be obtained as [5℄
ωℜ(g∗) =
Gl
G∞
(4.1)
ωℑ(g∗) = 1−
Gs
G∞
(4.2)
Here, G∞ is the long-term modulus, obtained from elasti properties (when t →
∞).G∞ is obtained as the storage modulus value for whih the minimum frequeny
ours. Sine frequeny is the reiproal value of time this is the same as obtaining the
modulus for the longest value of time possible.
The Matlab
®
developed appliation alulates automatially the parameters of vis-
oelasti model. These values are alulated having the master urves previously gener-
ated as base data. The program generated values are shown in table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Real and Imaginary part values for alibrating visoelasti model
G* Real G* Imaginary Frequeny [Hz℄
0.119521 -0.05694 3.39E-6
0.10016 -0.252621 1.26E-005
0.0703479 -0.262141 4.23E-005
0.0584746 -0.287159 0.000101767
0.0464621 -0.346769 0.00101763
0.0428491 -0.372563 0.00214426
0.0385594 -0.399576 0.0142132
0.0350469 -0.41453 0.0364421
0.0338099 -0.42357 0.245169
0.0341313 -0.47817 10
These values an now be used to alibrate the Prony series terms. Abaqus
®
uses
analytial expressions to relate the Prony series relaxation funtions to the storage and
loss moduli. Figures 4.5a and 4.5b show the alibrated model reated by Abaqus
®
and
its omparison with experimental tests data.
A better agreement an be found between the loss omponent of the model produed
by Prony series alibration and test data for the loss modulus. As seen before, a better
superposition was obtained for the loss modulus relatively to the one obtained for the
storage modulus. Even though gure 4.5a shows deviations from test data, the maximum
RMS error ommitted is small, 1.7%.
In order to simulate the relaxation proess another step is required. Therefore, a
third ” ∗ V isco” step was added to the ".inp" le, maintaining the previous dened
boundary onditions. Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 show the evolution of stress levels during
the whole analysis. Two gures per element are shown sine the initial state of stress
and the displaement are imposed in muh smaller intervals of time than the relaxation
proess takes to our.
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(a) Test data vs omputed data for storage omponent
(b) Test data vs omputed data loss omponent
Figure 4.5: Visoelasti model alibration
It is possible to note that blue urves suer linear inrements of stress between 0-2s.
The rst inrement is related to the presene of initial stresses. Despite the fat that
gure 4.2 shows that initial stresses exist at t = 0s it must be noted that the present
analysis is based on von Mises equivalent stresses and therefore, the starting value in these
gures is zero. At the end of the rst step, t = 1s, an equilibrium state is reahed and the
value of stresses inreased due to the initial stresses. At this point green urves show no
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(a) Redued time sale
(b) Full time sale
Figure 4.6: Element 63657 stress evolution
stress values sine they are absent. The seond stress inrement, from t = 1s to t = 2s is
due to the imposed strain. A more detailed analysis on the stress levels generated in this
step reveals that the yield stress of the polymer, 45 MPa, is not exeeded. From t = 2s
on, urves show a gradual derease in stress aused by the denition of the material as
visoelasti. Here, the program starts to take into aount the loss omponent of the
material. This results in the gradual redution of the stress levels similarly to what
happens in a real relaxation test, in whih moleules tend to arrange themselves in a
minimum energy state and to aommodate stresses. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 present stress
levels for t = 2s and for t = 200000s, orresponding to the moment when the visoelasti
model is implemented and the end of the numerial simulation.
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(a) Redued time sale
(b) Full time sale
Figure 4.7: Element 60460 stress evolution
Here it is possible to observe that, despite the inuene of initial stresses on stress
magnitudes, the relaxation proess is not aeted by the stresses magnitude for these low
strain levels. In fat, a perentage derease of 31% was obtained for the three elements
in study.
In order to evaluate limits of linear visoelastiity, a strain of 1% was imposed. Figures
4.9 and 4.10 show stress values for the majority of the elements that ompose the interest
zone in analysis.
A loser inspetion of the stress levels depited in gure 4.9 reveal that the yield
tensile stress of the polymer is still not surpassed. However, when initial stresses are
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(a) Redued time sale
(b) Full time sale
Figure 4.8: Element 61575 stress evolution
Table 4.3: Visoelasti model inuene on stress derease, with initial stresses
Element
Stress before
relaxation [Pa]
Stress after
relaxation [Pa]
Perentual
derease [%]
63657 3.05099 · 107 2.09454 · 107 31.3
60460 3.26425 · 107 2.24095 · 107 31.3
61575 2.33771 · 107 1.60487 · 107 31.3
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Table 4.4: Visoelasti model inuene on stress derease, without initial stresses
Element
Stress before
relaxation [Pa]
Stress after
relaxation [Pa]
Perentual
derease [%]
63657 8.62303 · 106 5.91981 · 106 31.3
60460 8.81743 · 106 6.05327 · 106 31.3
61575 8.03875 · 106 5.5187 · 106 31.3
Figure 4.9: 1% strain without initial stresses
taken into aount, stress levels in several elements may exeed polymer's yield tensile
stress, as an be seen in Figure 4.10. This indiates that the part may not be in a state
of elastiity and might deform plastially.
Therefore, the visoelasti limit of 1% may not be assumed as orret for parts ob-
tained via miro injetion moulding. However, this subjet needs further investigation.
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Figure 4.10: 1% strain with initial stresses
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Chapter 5
Conluding remarks
An appliation to read and apply the TTSP to relaxation modulus data obtained from
DMTA analysis was developed. The results obtained enable to assess the methodology
developed to the problem under analysis. Nevertheless, the results obtained also seem
to fog some of the onlusion whih ould be withdrawn mainly in what onerns the
quantitative analysis. The latter may be due to experimental umulative errors on a
miropart or proess numerial simulation inadequaies on the mirosale. Both require
further investigation.
Diulties related to the orret mounting and geometry of the miropart should be
referred, sine the rst speimens results were inonlusive. After noting the possible
inuene of the testing speimen geometry in results and using a new geometry, ABS
was assessed as a thermorhelogially simple polymer through the Cole-Cole and van
Gurp Palmen methodologies. Master urves were then obtained, by applying TTSP to
ABS with the same horizontal shift values for all the properties. However, superposition
in storage modulus revealed to be more ompliated, whih an suggest that the ause
for this is purely elasti, and therefore appears to show up predominantly on storage
modulus. The appliation inludes two dierent methodologies and the seond yielded
the best results. Also, parameters for equations that allows to alulate shift fators were
obtained.
One obtained the master urves, a visoelasti model was reated. This model
served to dene the material behaviour when assessing the inuene of residual stresses
in parts obtained via miro injetion moulding. The inuene of residual stresses due
to proessing on nal stresses was assessed through numerial omparison with an equal
part but without initial stresses. This omparison revealed that initial stresses are very
important even if their isolated value is low.
Also the visoelastiity limit of 1% was analysed. This analysis revealed that this
value might have to be reviewed for appliations at the mirosale.
Despite that a omplete methodology for assessing numerial residual stresses inu-
ene on miro-parts behaviour when in servie was proposed.
Figure 5.1 shows briey the adopted methodology in a very general form:
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Figure 5.1: Methodoly for injetion moulded parts rheologial and strutural analysis
Future work
Some aspets of the proposed analysis require further investigation. Therefore, some
tests should be re-done to onrm or orret obtained data and some others should be
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made. Some suggestions to future work may be:
Sine few DMTA tests were performed, new test should be done in order to:
 evaluate elasti modulus at low temperatures and higher frequenies and ompare
the obtained value with the manufaturer stated value for elasti modulus;
 evaluate the repeatability and reliability of the obtained data;
 evaluate the neessity to develop DMTA mahines oriented to miro-sale injeted
parts;
 perform temperature dependent measurements at a xed frequeny of 1Hz to ob-
serve seondary; transitions that may be ourring and inuening storage modulus
superposition;
 perform relaxation tests in the referred onditions and ompare them with the
obtained from numerial simulations. This proedure may allow one to validate
the visoelasti model reated with TTSP sine if the model is representative of
the polymer, stresses magnitudes may be similar;
 perform time-dependent measurements to evaluate possible physial hanges and
thermal instability due to the time temperature relation [14℄;
 perform tensile tests to distinguish polymer's elasti and non-elasti zone. From
this test, limits of linear visoelastiity for miro-injeted parts may be evaluated.
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